Both numerical and asymptotic analyses are performed to study the similarity solutions of three-dimensional boundarylayer viscous stagnation point flow in the presence of a uniform magnetic field. The three-dimensional boundary-layer is analyzed in a non-axisymmetric stagnation point flow, in which the flow is developed because of influence of both applied magnetic field and external mainstream flow. Two approaches for the governing equations are employed: the Keller-box numerical simulations solving full nonlinear coupled system and a corresponding linearized system that is obtained under a far-field behavior and in the limit of large shear-to-strain-rate parameter ( ). From these two approaches, the flow phenomena reveals a rich structure of new family of solutions for various values of the magnetic number and . The various results for the wall stresses and the displacement thicknesses are presented along with some velocity profiles in both directions. The analysis discovered that the flow separation occurs in the secondary flow direction in the absence of magnetic field, and the flow separation disappears when the applied magnetic field is increased. The flow field is divided into a near-field (due to viscous forces) and far-field (due to mainstream flows), and the velocity profiles form because of an interaction between two regions. The magnetic field plays an important role in reducing the thickness of the boundary-layer. A physical explanation for all observed phenomena is discussed.
Introduction
Three-dimensional boundary-layer flow, in principle, has generated an increasing attention during recent years. Most of the studies on boundary-layer theory have been confined only to two-dimensional investigations because of the lack of rigorous mathematical tools to understand three-dimensional boundary-layer structures, and also, we see that the flow phenomena around us is in two-dimensional projection. Lack of accurate results also hampers efforts to comprehend important flow mechanisms, although these two-dimensional investigations proved to be a good starting point for identifying and understanding physical mechanisms and constructive features of three-dimensional boundary-layer flow. Because of the development of computers and rigorous mathematical tools, many studies have been undertaken on three-dimensional boundary-layer flow, and also because of applications of three-dimensional boundary-layer in different areas of engineering sciences, biomedical engineering, and industries. Of particular examples, boundary-layer over swept wings, turbine bodies, or a flying ball, etc. However, the three-dimensional boundary-layer flows still face a significant computational challenge, but when the solutions exist, they certainly predict interesting flow behavior and mechanisms. The complications in threedimensional boundary-layer are (i) an additional flow direction and hence an extra equation in the boundary layer equations; (ii) two velocity components; (iii) existence of secondary flow (i.e., flow inside and outside the boundary layer is not in the same direction); and (iv) difficult to satisfy the boundary conditions (especially on the surface).
Simulations of the three-dimensional boundary-layer equations governed by a set of nonlinear partial differential equations will be required to provide the direct comparisons with many of the naturally observed phenomena. Because huge computational resources are required to simulate the three-dimensional boundary-layer flow, it is advisable to use the similarity transformations to convert these equations into a solvable system of nonlinear ordinary differential equations (in fact highly nonlinear), in a similar manner as that of well-versed two-dimensional boundary layer equations. Although a general treatment of the three-dimensional flow problem is extremely difficult because of the coupled equations, an approximate solution of the three-dimensional boundary-layer flow by momentum integral method has been given by Timman [1] . But this theory does not give satisfactory velocity distributions that leads to solution of three-dimensional boundary layer equations numerically, which was given by Howarth [2] , Sears [3] , and Carrier [4] . The finite difference method for incompressible three-dimensional boundary layer equations for blunt body has been given by Blottner [5] . The three-dimensional equations have been replaced by a nonlinear finite-difference equations and are solved using linearization. Solution have been obtained and compared with the several special cases. Nickel and Kirchgssner [6] have used many Crocco-type transformations to reduce the three-dimensional boundary-layer equations to a system of parabolic equations. Cousteix [7] has discussed the unsteady three-dimensional incompressible boundary-layer flow that has been developed under the influence of unsteadiness and given numerical computation of these equations.
In the aforementioned applications, the effect of applied magnetic field is not considered; however, on the other hand, magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) flows are considered to play a vital role in industrial applications, for example, in power generators, pumps, and polymer industry. For details, see [8] . It is widely known that applied magnetic field makes the viscous forces to confine to vicinity of the wall. That is to say that magnetic field releases more energy to the system that drives fluid faster, thereby increasing the Reynolds number. Along with this, the boundary-layer thickness also becomes thinner and thinner for increasing MHD. As in case of two-dimensional boundary-layer flows, the flow separation in the boundary-layer for adverse pressure gradient can be delayed by applying an external magnetic field. Takhar et al. [9] have given an unsteady three-dimensional boundary-layer flow of an incompressible viscous electrically conducting fluid. The governing partial differential equations have been solved by using an implicit finite difference scheme and discussed the effects of magnetic field and showed that the surface shear stresses increase with the magnetic field. Borelli et al. [10] have explained the effects of applied magnetic field in three-dimensional stagnation point flow of micropolar fluids and showed that magnetic field prevents the occurrence of the boundary-layer separation and reverse microrotation set-up by the micropolar fluid. Abdou and Soliman [11] have made an analysis on MHD boundary-layer flow of non-Newtonian viscoelastic fluid over a stretching surface and used recently developed homotopy analysis method for the analyses.
The motivation in the present study is to systematically investigate the effects of MHD on the three-dimensional non-axisymmetric stagnation point boundary-layer flow of Homann [12] where the outer potential flow is an irrotational. In the absence of MHD, Hewitt et al. [13] have considered a steady boundary-layer flow in a rotating cone in which the plate and fluid rotate at angular velocities ! and ! 0 , respectively, and found that solutions to the Navier-Stokes equations in a small region. Recently, Weidman [14] has studied non-axisymmetric Homann's stagnation-point flows by adding radial and azimuthal velocities that leads to a new family of asymmetric viscous stagnation point flow governed by the shear-to-strain-rate parameter. We continue to pursue his study by applying an external magnetic field on the three-dimensional Homann's flow.
To determine the required flow phenomena, we need three-dimensional boundary-layer equations modified by the MHD, the Maxwell's and Ohm's law equations. These equations are then reduced to nonlinear ordinary differential equations using similarity transformations and solved for. The system is systematically solved for the velocity profiles, wall shear stresses, and displacement thicknesses for various physical parameters (i.e., the shear-to-strain-rate parameter and Hartmann number M; these will be defined later). In this approach, the finite difference-based Keller-box method combined with LU decomposition is employed. The asymptotic approach for these equations for far-field behavior and for large that has not been used in this context before is used.
The steady three-dimensional laminar incompressible viscous boundary-layer flow of an electrically conducting fluid has been studied. Presentation of the paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2, the three-dimensional boundary layer equations have been given, and transformed nonlinear ordinary differential equations have been given. The Keller-box method for the coupled system is provided in this section. In Section 3, the asymptotic solutions have been given for large and far-field behavior. The linearized governing equations have been solved in terms of confluent hypergeometric functions and are given in Section 3. Important results are presented in Section 4 along with detailed physical reasons. Section 5 concludes the main findings of the three-dimensional boundary-layer problem.
Formulation of the problem
Following Rosenhead [15] , we consider the incompressible laminar three-dimensional boundary-layer viscous flow over a wedge surface in an electrically conducting fluid. Let x-axis and y-axis be measured along the direction of the flow and z-axis be measured normal to the flow (Figure 1 ). Let u, v, and w be the velocity components in x, y, and z-directions, respectively, and the flow occupies in the half space z > 0. It is assumed that the wedge surface is at rest and impermeable. Electrically conducting fluid of kinematic viscosity and constant density is considered. The magnetic field is applied normal to the flow. It is assumed that the magnetic Reynolds number is too small so that the induced magnetic field is negligible. Strength of electric field due to polarization of charges is also negligible. where E q is the velocity vector, p is the pressure, is the dynamic viscosity, and E J E B is body force that is coupled between the magnetic field and the fluid motion that is called Lorentz force. The induced magnetic field is assumed to be negligible because the magnetic Reynolds number is very small. This plays a vital role in some engineering problems where the conductivity is not large in the absence of an externally applied magnetic field. It has been taken that E D 0. Thus, from the Ohm's law, it is given by
Taking the curl of the last term of (2) with the aforementioned equation, we obtain
Let U.x/ be the velocity along x-direction and V.y/ be the velocity along y-direction outside the boundary-layer (mainstream flow velocities). Because the Reynolds number is large, the viscosity effects are dominant adjacent to the wedge surface. If ı is the thickness of the boundary layer, then this estimates an order of magnitude of each term with ı L where L is the reference length of the surface. This clearly results into the other basic approximation j@u=@xj, j@u=@yj j@u=@zj and j@v=@xj, j@v=@yj j@v=@zj. From these assumptions, the continuity and momentum equations are given by
Equation (8) shows that the pressure variation along the normal direction is constant throughout the flow field. This means that in the flow field, the pressure p is a function of x and y only. Thus, from Bernoulli's equation, the pressure gradients are given by
Substituting (9) and (10) in (6) and (7), we obtain the MHD boundary layer equations as
The first term in the right-hand side of the aforementioned equations have been derived from the inviscid theory in the mainstream.
The relevant boundary conditions for the aforementioned model are
, and
Note that the velocity of the fluid on the surface is zero and varies in the direction normal to the flow and merges with mainstream flow far away from the surface. As stated before, it is quite challenging to solve the aforementioned system; we solve it by using suitable similarity transformations on the assumption that the similar velocity profiles exist in both directions of the flow. Substituting the following similarity transformations and the aforementioned scaling defined
with Á D p a= z, into the system (11) and (12), we obtain coupled nonlinear ordinary differential equations:
with the boundary conditions
where f D f .Á/, g D g.Á/ and primes denote derivative with respect to Á. System (14) consists of third-order coupled nonlinear differential equations, which describe the MHD three-dimensional boundary-layer stagnation point flow. Parameter M D q a B Á is the magnetic (Hartman number) parameter, which is the ratio of electromagnetic force to the viscous force, and .D b=a/ is shear-tostrain-rate where a is the strain rate and b is the shear rate. In the absence of magnetic field (M D 0), Howarth [2] gave the solutions for various values of between 0 and 1. Note that the solutions of the aforementioned system are exact solutions of the NavierStokes equations in the boundary-layer limit. We aim to establish the existence of similarity solutions in each parameter range and to determine flow structure in the boundary layer. It is worth to notice that system (14) exhibits the reflexive symmetries
in which the aforementioned ansatz agrees with Weidman [14] in the absence of magnetic field. The aforementioned system of nonlinear ordinary differential equations is solved numerically using Keller-box method that consists of several steps. The (third) order of each equation in the system (14) is reduced to (six) first-order equations by introducing extra unknown functions. The central differences are then used to discretize these first-order equations, wherein no derivatives are evaluated at Á i and with derivatives are evaluated at Á i 1 2 . This type of discretization allows to use a very fine grid in order to capture the significant variations in the flow (such as the reverse flows). This discretization of the aforementioned six equations produces the nonlinear system of algebraic equations, and these are solved by Newton's linearization. LU decomposition method is used to solve the block system for corrections. Tolerance of the method was set to 10 6 , and different integration domains were tested to obtain the same convergent solutions. This aforementioned method has been used effectively to investigate various physical mechanisms for different values of and M. Note that the quantitative accuracy can be obtained only for moderate values of and M. We therefore pursue our analysis of (14) and (15) for large . Once the solutions have been obtained for a given magnetic field, the displacement thicknesses along x-axis and y-axes may be as
Thus, numerical integrations have been included as a part of the calculations. It will be shown how the displacement thicknesses vary for both and M, and these predictions shall be discussed later. We first examine below the system behavior for large .
In the next section, we study the asymptotic behavior of the three-dimensional boundary-layer flow problem for large and large Á. This asymptotic study is important for two reasons. Firstly, the Keller-box results are completely justifiable from the asymptotic results. When is large enough, the Keller-box method suffers with a slow convergence. Therefore, it is advisable to resort to obtain the asymptotic solutions of the three-dimensional equations for large so that the results with the same accuracy can be obtained. Secondly, on the other hand, the boundary conditions defined in (12) or (15) suggest that the velocity profiles behave linearly faraway from the wedge surface. Thus, it is interesting to analyze the far-field behavior of the model. These two cases give a good deal of simplifications in the full nonlinear system (14) . This analysis is given in the succeeding discussion.
Asymptotic behavior

Asymptotic for ! 1
When the shear-to-strain-rate parameter is large enough, the Keller-box method for system (14) suffers a slow convergence and requires large flow domain to satisfy the derivative condition at infinity. Therefore, it is advisable to obtain the asymptotic behavior for large . Defining
where D p Á and 1 1. The derivatives of (18) are substituted in the system of equations (14) and (15); we obtain
and the boundary conditions become
where primes now denote the derivative with respect to . System (19) contains a small parameter (1= ), and therefore, it is appropriate to use the regular perturbation method as
in (19) and (20). The zeroth-order system is given by 
For M D 0, numerical solutions of the system (22) are given by Davey [16] and Weidman [14] . The aforementioned system of (22) 
Note from (24) that both shear stress parameters grow indefinitely for given M . The displacement thicknesses are obtained by 1 p
The displacement thicknesses x0 and y0 are computed using the numerical integration and is part of our code.
Far-field behavior
In this section we analyze the far-field behavior of the governing equations. The derivative boundary conditions at edge of the boundary-layer suggest to analyze the local behavior of the solutions, that is, jf 0 .Á/ 1j 1 and jg 0 .Á/ 1j 1 as Á ! 1. This helps us to define new stream functions as
where F.Á/, G.Á/ and their derivatives are assumed small. Substituting (26) with f (14) and (15), and linearizing the resulting ordinary differential equations, we obtain another set of linear ordinary differential equations as
and boundary conditions take the form
where
is the three-dimensional displacement thickness at the point of attachment (Lighthill [17] ; Davey [16] ). It is clearly observed that system (27) also has the reflexive symmetries. Solutions of (27) are given by
and 
where Z D .Á C ı/ 2 . For large Z (i.e., as Á ! 1), (31) can be rewritten as
Using appropriate constants defined in (3.2), the terms between square brackets in (32) become zero, and therefore from (32), we have
which means that the solutions (33) converge exponentially as Z ! 1 (as Á ! 1) for given and magnetic number M. Thus, these solutions with (26) decay monotonically as Á ! 1 but satisfy the free stream flow. Table I gives the values for the skin-frictions f 00 .0/ and g 00 .0/ obtained from the system (26) for various values of and magnetic number M. It is seen that even the linearized system also obeys the reflexive symmetries for all values of the magnetic number M. This reflexive symmetry is such that for increasing , shear stress f 00 .0/ is found to be decreasing, whereas g 00 .0/ increases continuously. These results are in good agreement with the large asymptotics, which shall be discussed later. 
Results and discussion
The uniform shear flows u D by and v D bx in magnetic field are projected onto the outer potential flow u D ax, v D ay, and w D az, which leads to a new family of stagnation point flow problem that is governed by two important parameters shear-tostrain-rate and magnetic parameter M and solution exists over the region 1 < < 1 and M > 0. This governing system has been solved by the standard Keller-box method that is second-order accurate. The error tolerance for the Keller-box method was set to 10 6 for simulations. Because the domain is infinite, but for numerical computation, the physical domain has to be finite. We therefore fix the value of Á at different values to achieve the same solutions. For large-enough , this method did not converge, or sometimes, convergence slows down for given magnetic field. In this range, the asymptotic expansions of the system of equations (14) for large has been obtained via the regular perturbation. Ranges of parameter space have been chosen, which is according to the physical dynamics of the problem, and various effects are investigated through displacement thicknesses, velocity profiles, and shear stress values. Note that for zero-shear-to-strain-rate, flows in the two boundary-layers are then identical, that is, f .Á/ Á g.Á/, and only one set of MHD boundary layer equations needs to be solved. The various results discussed are confined to the solutions that satisfy their end conditions (f 0 .1/ D 1 D g 0 .1/) asymptotically. The similarity solutions, when they exist, are exact solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations in the boundary-layer limit. (14) for various values of M. It is observed that the wall shear stresses f 00 .0/ (g 00 .0/) increases (decreases) gradually for increasing . These values are larger for large values of M. Note clearly that these wall shear stresses exhibit the reflection symmetry given by equation (16) , and this symmetry trend is preserved for all magnetic field M. For non-magnetic field (M D 0), the zero-shear-stress occurs at D˙2.5056 as obtained by Weidman [14] ; for M D 1, it occurs at D˙3.8564, etc. These zero-shear-stresses have been marked with thick circles in this figure for all M. As magnetic parameter is increased, the occurrence of zero-shear-stress at j j also increases, and system always keeps the reflection symmetry. Again, these results are further complemented by the large asymptotic, which are shown by the dashed lines in the same figure.
Variation of two-dimensional displacement thicknesses x , y and the three-dimensional displacement thickness ı with shear-tostrain-rate are plotted in Figure 3 for various values of magnetic number M along with the large asymptotics. In Figure 3 , the solid lines represent the displacement thicknesses that are obtained from the numerical solution of (17) and (29) parameter M is to decrease both the displacement thicknesses x and y . This is because applied magnetic field decreases the boundarylayer thickness and hence the displacement thickness. Further, the three-dimensional displacement thickness ı first increases and achieves its positive maximum at D 0 and then starts decreasing as increases from zero. These figures also show that the maximum values of displacement thicknesses are decreasing for increasing M. Note that as j j ! 1, three-dimensional thickness ı decreases unboundedly to negative infinity. Further evidence of this mechanism comes from the large asymptotic analysis that is given by (29), which shows that ı decreases to negative infinity.
Results of Figures 2 and 3 for various values of M indicate that for D 0 the system becomes symmetric boundary layer, that is, f .Á/ D g.Á/ for all M. Also, for M D 0 and D 0, the system reduces to Homann flow [12] . Further, for D 0 and M ¤ 0 and because f .Á/ D g.Á/, we need to solve one set of boundary layer equations (cf. (14)). We therefore intentionally simulated some of the velocity profiles for various magnetic field, and the profiles are presented in Figure 4 It is clearly observed that all the velocity profiles approach the outer potential flow condition asymptotically. The effect of magnetic field is to make the velocity curve to approach the outer boundary condition rapidly thereby steepening the boundary-layer thickness. These results are analogous to the MHD two-dimensional boundary-layer flow reported by Kudenatti et al. [19] . The momentum boundarylayer thickness decreases for increasing magnetic field. For increased magnetic field, the flow acquires more magnetization that leads to variation in Lorentz force that opposes the flow of the fluid. Therefore, the boundary-layer thickness decreases. The presence of magnetic field makes the three-dimensional boundary-layer flow rich both qualitatively and quantitatively. Next, the effect of shear-to strain-rate further decreases the boundary-layer thickness.
In contrast to the aforementioned discussion, Figure 4 (c) and (d) demonstrates the velocity profiles for different values of for two values of M. Here, the thick line represents the results of D 0 for which the system becomes symmetric. Particularly, Figure 4 (c) exhibits two distinct velocity profiles. Note that as discussed earlier, if is further increased, the velocity profiles f 0 .Á/ approach the potential flow very rapidly, while velocity profiles g 0 .Á/ approach slowly. For some , profiles of g 0 .Á/ show a reverse flow for small Á that contribute to the flow towards the surface, and then, flow is reattached. This flow reversal opposes the spread of vorticity away from the surfaces. These results are again complimented by large asymptotics (Figure 4(f ) ). Nevertheless, when magnetic field is applied, these reverse flows disappear making an accelerated boundary-layer flow. Note that both velocity profiles (f 0 .Á/, and g 0 .Á/) approach their end condition very rapidly compared with non-magnetic field, thereby reducing the boundary-layer thickness.
Numerical solutions of (22) subject to (23), which represent that the velocity profiles for large are given in Figure 4 (e) and (f ) 
Conclusions
In this paper, the analyses have been carried out on the three-dimensional MHD flow of a viscous and incompressible fluid over a wedge in the presence of uniform magnetic field. The velocity field develops because of the interaction of magnetic field and the fluid in the boundary layer and also because of the mainstream flow. The governing equations have been solved numerically using the Keller-box method and by two asymptotic methods, and the solutions are interpreted for various parameters. Numerical computations are further complimented by the asymptotic solutions. The results have shown that the boundary-layer region is clearly divided into near-field and far-field regions. In the near-field, where viscosity effects are dominant, the streamwise velocity profiles reduce in both directions for increasing magnetic number M and˛. This means that the flow field roughly divides into a near field where the viscosity modified by the magnetic force is important, and far-field region where inviscid flow plays a dominant role, for any combination of physical parameters. It is also observed that in the absence of magnetic field, there is a reverse flow in the y-momentum, which is not seen when we apply magnetic field. All these results are further and convincingly supported by an asymptotic study on the three-dimensional boundary-layer flow.
